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band's amorous interests wane. It is important that both reali2e this
fact so they can cooperate to maintain a solid sexual foundation in
the marriage for their mutual benefit. It should be recognized that
the menopause does not result in a lessening of sexual desire car ca-
pacity in a woman, except in unusual cases. Many women report that
intercourse is more desired, more enjoyable, after the menopause
than it was before. No woman should allow the sexual side of her
marriage to deteriorate in the mistaken belief that the menopause is
responsible.
A man's sexual drive is strongest, biologically, even before he is
old enough to vote. It slows down steadily, though very slowly, all
the rest of his life. Normally, a happily married husband is still
having intercourse with his wife at least once or twice a month,
well into his seventies, sometimes his eighties. If a man begins to
misbehave in his middle years, it may be because his wife doe$ not
understand him (or herself) and is not doing her share in the mar-
riage. In other cases the man in his forties and fifties has more
leisure time but does not know how to employ the time; perhaps he
and his wife have never built up a real partnership of interests aad
friendships, and boredom nudges frfm into drifting off alone aad
into trouble.
Every wife is entitled to some definite means of self-expresskm
beyond fulfilling her functions as a wife and mother* She has tibe
right to feel that she not only deserves recognition for success in her
family circle but that independent of any relationship she is also a
person on her own. In short, every wife needs an absorbing interest
outside of the home-naot absorbing enough to tempt her to neglect
her duties, but absorbing enough to endow her with the reding of
completeness of personality that identifies her to herself and others
as a unique individual. Many wives slide into a rut of cooking, dean-
ing, baby tending, diaper washing, and become dull to themselves,
their husbands, and their youngsters.
Early in their lives women should kara to plan for sufficient time
to cultivate outside, community interests. H>dr husbands should be
willing to cooperate in this pmpose, allotting money for baby sittes

